Sustainability Report
and business update
Conference call – October 6, 2021

Important information
This presentation is being shown to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, distributed to any other person or
published, in whole or in part, for any purpose.
The information in this presentation could include forward-looking statements which are based on current expectations and
projections about future events. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties (including those on the duration
and severity of the COVID-19 outbreak and from the restrictive measures taken to face it) and assumptions about the Company and its
subsidiaries and investments; including, among other things, the development of its business, trends in its operating industry, and
future capital expenditures and acquisitions. In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the events in the forward-looking
statements may not occur. No one undertakes to publicly update or revise any such forward-looking statements.
The Group’s business is also correlated to tourism flows. Q1 and Q4 represent the low point of the business year, whereby Q2 and Q3
the peak of the seasonality. Therefore quarterly sales, operating results, trade net working capital and net financial indebtedness are
impacted by the seasonality and may not be directly compared or extrapolated to obtain forecasts of year-end results.
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and Net Debt

3Q 2021 - Preliminary Total Revenues and Net Debt
- 3Q 2021 was characterized by a significant recovery of
tourism thanks to domestic demand, that made up to a
large extent the lower flows of foreigners
- In this context, MARR achieved Total Revenues of ca
532€m, ca +30% vs 409€m of 3Q 2020 and ca +4% vs

€m
ca 532

Sales from
acquisitions
ca 22€m

509€m of 3Q 2019

- Organic sales performance was on levels similar to those
of 2019, pre-pandemic, particularly for the reference
509.1
409.0
channel of restaurants, hotels and resorts. This result was
not homogeneous by geography (seaside and mountain
better than art cities) and products (seafood better)
- Contribution of acquisition Verrini was confirmed positive
3Q 19
3Q 20
3Q 21
(about 22€m in the quarter)
- Sales performance in the Wholesale segment (frozen seafood to Wholesalers) was over the average due to some
fishing campaigns concentrated in the quarter
- Net Debt at the end of 3Q 2021, including a debt of 23€m for the dividends to be paid on 20 October, is currently
estimated to be over 50€m lower than that of 30 June 2021
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Investment objectives
current network
Distribution centres
Cash & carry
Agents with warehouse
Distribution centres dedicated to Bars
Processing facilities (meat and seafood)
Stocking platforms
Jolanda de Colò (premium Products)
Antonio Verrini (seafood)
Chef Seafood (seafood)

- On the basis of solid perspectives of growth for the
foodservice sector, MARR confirms its objective of further
increasing its level of service to clients. This implies specific
investment objectives for an improvement of MARR’s logistic
network aimed at optimizing its processes and gaining
efficiency
- This plan of investments, cyclical in the history of MARR in
order to maintain an adequate operating capacity, concerns:
i.

new distribution centers (such as that of MARR Catania
opened last April)
ii. strengthening of stocking platforms (including the project
of a new facility of 40,000+ sqm already communicated
with the press release of 5 October 2020)
iii. revamping of presence in certain areas

- Investments in the logistic network – including maintenance
CapEX and excluding M&A – are expected to be about
170€m over the 2021-2024 period
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Sustainability Report
- The first Sustainability Report of MARR (www.marr.it/sostenibilita/bilancio-di-sostenibilita) outlines the objectives for
the ethical and sustainable development of the Company in the coming years. This document aims to illustrate, to all
its stakeholders, the path undertaken by MARR for a growth also innovative that will continue to characterize its
choices for the future
- In fact the MARR Sustainability Report is driven by clear objectives desired and indicated by the Board of Directors
and is drawn up, with involvement and conviction, by Management according to universally accepted GRI standards
- The five integrated pillars on which the perspective vision of MARR is based are: the
enhancement of People, the increasing attention in the selection of sustainable sources of
supply, the rigorous contribution to respect the environment and the ecosystem, the
concrete support for the reduction of waste, and the strong focus on profitability without
speculation, but through optimization processes. These are in addition to the correct and
complete implementation of the Best Practices in the field of Governance, such a as the
implementation of the contacts for the Shareholder-Director Engagement
(www.marr.it/en/investor-relations/SD-engagement-contacts)
- All this with the aim of allowing, with great responsibility on the part of the entire
organization commercial, logistic, managerial and administrative, an impact that we expect
can be objectively positive and that, over time, will also be quantifiable. All for the benefit
not only of stakeholders, of the community and of individuals, but also of the economic
system, environment that surrounds us and with which we come into daily contact
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Sustainability Report
MARR’s sustainability in figures

The Sustainability Report outlines what MARR has
developed in the ESG field and explains the projects
and initiatives through which the Group can
contribute to the achievement of the SDGs
(Sustainable Development Goals) as set out by the UN
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Sustainability Report
Material/relevant topics
Those tables show the priority
topics on which MARR invests,
taken from the materiality
matrix from the Consolidated
Non-financial Declaration as 31
December 2020 and integrated
with other deemed relevant
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Sustainability Report
Material/relevant topics, commitments, initiatives and projects of Sustainability
Material and relevant topics are associated to commitments, initiatives and projects (done, in progress
and planned) and summarized in the Sustainability report of MARR through specific tables of correlation
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Investor Relations contacts
Antonio Tiso

Léon Van Lancker

MARR S.p.A.
Via Spagna, 20 - 47921 Rimini (Italy)
website
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www.marr.it

atiso@marr.it

lvanlancker@marr.it

tel.

+39 0541 746803

mob.

+39 331 6873686

mob.

+39 335 1872014

